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Commissioning & testing
Important
All wiring must be in accordance with local and national electrical codes and should only be undertaken by an experienced and 
professional
Qualified electrician.

All disconnections and connections must be made with the power supply switched off.

To test the Rotech unit it must be connected to it’s power source and associated control circuit I.E. “Rotech” speed relay, plc, 
Computer, etc. And for power to be switched on.

Rotech sensor output type E, E2, E3

Connect a 0 to 30vdc voltmeter between brown and blue connections
Voltmeter should indicate D.C. Supply voltage of between 10 and 30vdc
Now Connect the voltmeter between the black and blue connections.
Rotate Rotech unit very slowly, voltmeter should indicate on/off pulses between 0vdc and the nominal
Supply Voltage (Supply Voltage Minus 1 To 2 Vdc)

Rotech sensor type N

Connect a 0 to 10ma Multimeter in series with the blue wire connecting the Rotech unit to it’s control circuit
rotate the Rotech unit very slowly, Multimeter should indicate on / off pulses of less than 1ma to greater than 3ma. 
See note * 1 below

Rotech sensor type W

Connect a 0 to 240vac voltmeter between the brown connection and 0 vac, verify the supply voltage is present.
Now connect the voltmeter between the blue connection and 0 vac.
Rotate the Rotech unit very slowly, the voltmeter should indicate on / off pulses of between 0v and the supply voltage.
See note * 1 below

Note * 1
*   At higher speeds the meter will not respond quickly enough to the on / off pulses. It will display an average value between

The max and min levels.
*   The number of on / off pulses for one complete revolution should be the same as detailed in the Rotech Product data sheets 

I.E. 1,10,120,360,500 etc.
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